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ABSTRACT
The paper addresses the e-commerce system (interpreted here as information system - IS)
understandability problem from the maintenance and evolution perspective. We propose a methodology
that includes: (1) identification of the 3 representative systems (through clustering of a set of previously
developed IS on the basis of user-oriented and temporal criteria); (2) extraction of feature models from
representative systems for evaluation using similarity (measured by absolute difference value - ADV)
and complexity metrics leading to the definition of the reference IS - RIS; (3) construction of the
business logic feature model, represented as meta-graph, to reason about quality of the systems and to
understand evolution trends; (4) feature model refactoring / modularization of the RIS; (5) Code-level
modularization of the RIS. The methodology is supported by experiments to evaluate the analysed
problems. The basic results are: (1) feature models of the representative systems; (2) metrics to evaluate
complexity and similarity of the represented systems; (3) the re-engineered RIS to support better
maintainability and design procedures.
KEYWORDS
Set of e-commerce systems, reference system, feature model, similarity and complexity measures,
refactoring, modularization.

1. INTRODUCTION
A substantial part of software used in both large and small-to-medium enterprises are
information systems for e-commerce (further IS). Such systems are seen as valuable assets for
companies because they provide the underlying engines to improve processes for
communication and to increase the overall market share. As it is observed by many reports
(see, e.g., Lucca et al. 2006), such systems have been developed under the “pressure of short
time-to-market and extremely high competition”, thus without considering a sound
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development methodology, their documentation is poor and, their quality is low and
maintenance is difficult.
On the other hand, the user requirements to introduce new features during maintenance are
constantly growing. Reasons for that are: users become more knowledgeable and are gradually
better acquainted with functionality of the systems in the course of their exploitation, market
pressure for new features, needs for better quality and performance in maintaining the
systems. Therefore, introducing changes is a common practice. To respond to the challenges
and to keep pace with arising new requirements, the systems are to be re-engineered, enhanced
by new functionality. Also the improved maintenance procedures should be introduced. All
these require a great deal of analysis and understanding of the IS.
The increasing number of companies wants to upgrade their systems by leveraging existing
IT assets (such as business rules, data), minimizing costs and reducing time. The state-of-thepractice of software maintenance and evolution employs understanding, refactoring and reengineering techniques that focus on code artefacts. However, recent advances have shifted
the focus of evolution from the code level towards higher levels of abstraction and particularly
the architectural and feature-based modelling levels (Trujillo et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2006).
The ground behind this trend is that architecture and feature models capture the architectural
knowledge of the IS, thus facilitate making new design decisions during evolution cycles,
having full knowledge of past decisions.
In general, the aim of re-engineering is a predictable changeability management of the
web-based legacy systems that cover the same application domain (e.g., e-commerce).
Reasons for changeability management are: (a) to support maintainability of the systems; (b)
to improve modularity of a system to making changes more easily; (c) to develop a new
system on the basis of a legacy system; (d) to transform a given system by adding new
functionality (e.g., extending e-commerce systems by c-commerce models). The kind of reengineering when a designer tries to extract a higher–level representation (architecture,
models, documentation) from the legacy code is known as reverse engineering (Gahalaut and
Khandnor, 2010).
The principal aim of the paper is to present a methodology that, on the basis of analysis
and understanding of a set of related IS through the relevant feature models and their
evaluative characteristics (such as similarity, functionality and complexity grow,
modularization level, etc.), enables to improve the development and maintenance activities.
The basic contribution of the paper is the extension of the methodology (Valinčius et al.,
2013) by adding two extra activities as follows: feature model refactoring/modularization and
code-level re-modularization of the reference system defined as a result of previous analysis.
The latter improvements enable to contribute to the further evolution and maintenance and to
prepare for introducing automatic generation techniques in constructing new ISs.
The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 analyses the related
work. Section 3 defines the terms and tasks. Section 4 presents the essence of the
methodology. Section 5 describes evaluation of the approach and experiments. Section 6
provides conclusions.
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2. RELATED WORK
The IS are emerging at the rate of tsunami as it is stated in reports (Lucca et al. 2006; Patel et
al. 2007, Jung et al. 2011), where the following attributes are identified: (a) the development
lacks of systematic approaches, (b) systems are kept running through a continual stream of
patches; (c) systems suffer from low quality control and assurance; (d) systems have a poor
structure; (e) quality of documentation is very low (if it exists at all). Good object-oriented
practices have been almost entirely ignored in the traditional development of web applications.
Most of these applications are incompatible with some of the most praised development and
design techniques like modularization and abstraction (Halfaker, 2006). All these attributes are
relevant to the set of IS we consider in the paper.
There are increasingly overlapping ideas in the areas of reverse engineering (RE), program
understanding, refactoring, and model-driven development, all of which deal with program
structure and maintenance or related with that (Batory, 2007). More details on feature
modelling can be learnt from (Apel and Ch. Kästner, 2009; Ceri et al., 2007; Karam et al.,
2008). The extensive analysis on program understanding is given in (Štuikys V. and
Damaševičius, 2013, 174-178 p.). RE is a well-known common approach used in many fields
of software engineering, such as software understanding, maintenance and evolution (Müller
et al., 2000). The aim of RE is to improve understandability, maintainability and quality.
Lopez-Herrejonet et al. (2011) identify eight refactoring patterns that describe how to extract
the elements of features and to effectively modularize the features for the development of
variable systems. Features are treated as increments in program functionality. Modularization
also improves the program structure and has impact on understandability to introducing
changes and, in this way, relates to refactoring (Shonle et al., 2008). Arzoky et al. (2012)
describe the extended methodology of seeding to modularise sequential source code software
versions and present modularization/similarity measures (including AVD – absolute value
difference). Complexity metrics for programs are described in (Lehman et. al.1997;
Damaševičius, 2009; Jung et al., 2011; Terceiro, et al., 2012) and for feature models in
(Bagheri and Gasevic, 2011) from the maintainability perspective.
The following activity is the actual re-engineering. Refactoring is such a re-engineering
activity in which the internal structure of a legacy system is changed without changing its
external behaviour and functionality (Fowler et al., 1999). Partitioning the structure of the
system using low-level dependencies in the source code, to improve the system's structure
(Arzoky et al., 2011) according to anticipated objectives and requirements is also refactoring.
Older monolithic systems, where modularization primarily involves splitting the monolithic
code base into modules, for such newer systems which already have some basic modular
structure, code decomposition is the only one of many possible activities (Rama and Patel,
2010). Software architectures commonly evolve into unmanageable mono-lights, leading to
systems that are difficult to understand, maintain and evolve. In such common scenarios,
developers usually have to invest considerable time in re-architecting the entire application, in
order to restore its modular structure. However, re-architecting process is usually conducted in
ad hoc way, without following any set of principled guidelines and methods (Terra et al.,
2012). Periodic major restructuring of software applications at either the design or
architectural level could be necessary (Raghvinder et al., 2008).
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Software refactoring is a collection of re-engineering activities that aims to improve
software quality too. Refactoring is commonly used in agile software processes to improve
software quality after a significant software development or evolution (Shatnawi and Li,
2011). Traditional refactoring techniques have focused on the implementation stage, with
source code as the primary artefact of the refactoring process. However, a recent trend is to
apply the concepts of refactoring to higher levels of abstraction (Zhang et al., 2005). One
general principle of powerful software systems is that they are built of many elements. Thus,
when designing a system, the features of a system should be broken into relatively loosely
bound groups of relatively closely bound features. The power comes from the interplay
between the different elements (Volz et al., 2002).
Software evolution has largely been focused on low-level implementation artefacts through
refactoring techniques rather than on the architectural level. However, code-centric evolution
techniques have not managed to effectively solve the problems that software evolution entails
(Avgeriou, 2006). The ability to develop components with identified common and variable
parts, and rapidly instantiate product-specific versions is the key to many software product line
approaches (Hutchesson and McDermid, 2011).
Unfortunately, refactoring requires understanding by an engineer both the techniques to be
applied and the code to which they are applied to (Griffith et al., 2011).
We summarize analysis of this part to motivate our research as follows: 1) little-by-little
web-based (e-commerce) systems degrade to a legacy code comprising a class of the modern
legacy code; 2) there is ever-increasing need to improve the structure of the modern legacy
code.

3. BASIC TERMS AND RESEARCH TASKS
IS for e-commerce is the system that supports B2C activities through the Internet. Set of IS – a
family of related systems developed using the same open source technology (e.g., PHP) for the
e-commerce. Reference system is the representative system having the most essential attributes
of the family. Feature is “an externally visible characteristic” of the system or “an increment
of program functionality” (see a survey of definitions in (Apel and Kästner, 2009)). Feature
model is the representation of a system using feature-based notation (features, relationships
among types of features and variant points and constraints). Reverse engineering (RE) is the
process of extracting higher-level representation (e.g., models, etc.) of a system from its code
(Patel, et al., 2007). Understanding of IS – a cognition process, based on extracted artefacts
(feature models) through RE, to reason about the system functionality or aiming to perform
some other activities such as change and redesign. Reconfiguring – the process of changing
either component parameters within a system (such as colour, layout, input data, etc.) without
changing component functionality. Refactoring – reducing the number of components (or
both) aiming to adapt a system to the new context of use (Batory, D., 2007). Modularisation –
the process of partitioning the structure of the software system into subsystems. Subsystems
are clusters of source code resources with similar properties combined together to create a
high-level attribute of the system. Modularisation also makes the problem at hand easier to
understand as it reduces the amount of data needed by developers. According to Constantine
and Yourdon a good modularisation of software systems leads to easier design, development,
testing and maintenance [Arkozy]
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We formulate the tasks as follows. Given a set of systems S = {si}, i = [1, n] of the same
application domain (e-commerce). The systems were developed in different time slots Δt
between [t1, tm] (t1 < ti < tm), Δt = ti+1 - ti , by different developers of the same organization,
however, using the same technology. We need to identify a reference system among S to
understand evolution of the entire family through obtained feature models and their
characteristics such as similarity between the reference system and other representative
systems, changes in functionality and complexity over time for future improvements. The set S
is investigated under the following characteristics: n = 40, m = 7, t1 = 2005 (year), t7 = 2011
(year), Δt = 1 year, n = n1 + n2 + … + nm = 2+3+4+6+10+8+7, where ni is the number of
systems developed in time slot i. The task is formulated based on the following assumptions
(hypotheses).
1. The most general understanding of a system (systems) can be gained through
categorization of its constituents (subsystems, objects, characteristics, etc.) and modelling.
2. The more systems within a given set are similar, the less effort to understand the entire
set is needed.
3. Understanding of a set of related systems can be gained through the evaluation of their
similarity, functionality and complexity growth.
4. Reference system feature model refactoring / modularization.
5. Code-level re-modularization of the reference system.

4. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE EXTENDED
METHODOLOGY
The approach we have proposed to deal with re-engineering of the reference system can be
seen as a Reverse Product Line Engineering (RPLE). Indeed, the traditional Product Line
Engineering (PLE) starts at analysis of the domain to be implemented resulting in the
identification the domain model (models) usually described at the high abstraction level (e.g.,
using feature-based notation); then the models serve for building the reference architecture for
the family of the domain systems (Hutchesson and McDermid, 2011). The next process
includes specification of the reference architecture leading to identification of components and
generators (again represented at the higher-level of abstraction) to cover the essential artefacts
of the whole domain. The above mentioned processes are called Domain Engineering (DE)
(Falbo, 2002). The obtained high-level artefacts (models, architecture, components, etc.) are
used as input to Application Engineering (AE) (Thurimella, 2011). The latter deals with the
similar processes but under different aims and restrictions: 1) concrete requirements for each
system to support a particular kind of products and 2) using the prescribed technology and
relevant methodology to implement the DE artefacts as executable specifications to build PL
systems.
To solve the formulated tasks, we have proposed the extended methodology. At the core of
the methodology are the reverse engineering-based activities and feature-based modelling. The
methodology consists of the following stages which in Figure 1 are described as a sequence of
processes and models created by the adequate process. As it is difficult to extract from the
given system the unique relevant model that could enable to consider and solve formulated
tasks, we have split the analysis and modelling activities into stages. To represent the system
models (obtained through reverse engineering), we have selected feature models (Apel and
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Kästner, 2009) because they (a) describe the structure and functionality of a system at a
higher-level of abstraction through entities known as features and (b) enable to simplify
analysis to achieve the prescribed aims.
The aim of stage 1 is to reduce the search space for the identification of representative
systems in order to select the reference system. The system developer analyses the systems
using the available documents (e.g., initial requirements, code, users’ opinion, and experts’
comments) and performs clustering of systems as it will be explained in sub-section 4.1. The
result of stage 1 is 3 representative systems (base, intermediate, and the latest system) as input
information for the next stages.
The aim of stage 2 is to analyse the cluster of representative systems to identify the
reference IS – RIS and to extract from it the feature-based models that specify the overall
functionality. The process is based on reverse engineering. It includes mainly analysis of user
interfaces though other system artefacts can be used too. As user interfaces are system
dependent and, on contrary, feature-based models are system independent, we treat the latter
as higher-level abstractions as compared to the first entities.
Stage 3 aims at extracting more details from the previously created model and to create the
business logic feature model (BL FM) of the reference system as it will be explained in subsection 4.2.
The aim of stage 4 is to reduce the scope of BL FMs transforming the latter into the more
compact representation which we call meta-graph, the high-level model that provides
information to understanding through RIS the set of ISs from the user and designer
perspectives as it will be in sub-section 4.4. This model enables to evaluate the current
structural characteristics and make the improvements through refactoring and remodularization.
The aim of stage 5 is modularization of BL FM and meta-graph models to group and
fragment RIS features into the hierarchical modular structure. The process defines, at a higher
abstraction level, a unified modular structure of the architecture as it will be explained in subsection 4.5.
The aim of stage 6 is the use of the initial RIS source code and modularized BL FM and
meta-graph models to perform the code level re-modularization. Code-level modularization is
oriented for the independent parent-child relationship between the APIs aiming to achieve the
cohesion as low as possible.
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IS(s)
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IS BL FMs
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FM meta graph
A modularized MG
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Legend:

Modularized components

RS – Reference system; IS – Information system;  - Process;
– Input;

– Process outcome;

– Output.

Figure 1. Re-engineering of e-commerce IS: a process-level view

4.1 Clustering of e-commerce Systems for Similarity Identification
Aim of analysis is first to select representatives due to the large number of systems (during the
time slot [t1, tm] of about 7 years, 40 systems were developed). To identify clusters of similar
systems we used two criteria: 1) time slots of duration 1 year, when a particular system was
developed and 2) user profile of the system. We motivate the criteria by heuristic observations
obtained from the literature and experience of the developers. We identified 7 short time slots
with the indication of the number of systems developed within each time slot (see task
formulation) and 4 user profile types with respect to knowledge and experience of using IT
products as follows: U1 – novice users having used the same or closely related products and
business rules (BRs); U2 – novice users having used slightly different products and BRs; U3 –
experienced users having used the same or closely related products and BRs, and U4 experienced users having used different products and BRs.
To simplify the clustering problem, however, we found acceptable to admit only 2 large
time clusters T1 and T2 (each being of 3.5 years duration see Figure 2) and 2 user profiles (U 12
and U34, meaning U12 = U1  U2 and U34 = U3  U4).
See the cluster identification results in Figure 2. Clusters C1 (U12×T1) and C2 (U12×T2)
represent systems that were designed by reconfiguring the adequate ancestor system without
increasing its functionality. All ancestors belong either to cluster C3 (U34×T1) or cluster C4
(U34×T2). The latter clusters represent systems derived sequentially within the specified time
slots. Main properties of the systems are: 1) Si is derived from Si-1 for all i = [1, R] (ti-1 < ti )
and 2) f(Si) > f(Si-1), where f(S) is functionality of the system S. The properties enable to draw
the evolution curve denoted in bold in Figure 2 and meaning the growth of functionality. It is
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User
U12 clusters U34

clear that systems on the line are similar because they have the base functionality inherited
from the base S0 and some extra functionality added in the course of evolution.
Note that clusters C1 and C2 were neglected because their systems do not increase the
functionality. Due to the system similarity (we will evaluate its degree later), it is enough to
consider only some systems along the evolution curve. We have selected 3 systems as the
most representative ones: S0 (base), S3 (intermediate system at the boundary of T 1 and T2) and
SR (having the largest functionality). The latter has been identified as a reference system (note
that we use SR in the formal notation and RIS in informal reasoning). Its role is twofold: (a) it
enables to track functionality of the existing systems to support their maintenance; (b) it serves
as a sound template to provide basic components for generalization in order to support
automatic changeability in designing new systems in the future.
S2' S3

S0
S1

S5

S2

T1

S6'

S4

Time clusters

S7

SR

S6

Legend:
System designed through reconfiguring
System designed with incrementing functionality
Dedicated (specific) system
Cluster boundary line
System derivation line
System evolution line
Si System with i functional increments
S0,SR Initial and reference system correspondingly

T2

Figure 2. System clusters to define the representative systems (designer’s view)

4.2 Extraction of Feature Models from Representative Systems
The aim of analysis at stage 2 and 3 is first to build models of the representative systems S0, S3
and SR, and then to identify the degree of the model similarity and to evaluate complexity of
the models. To represent system models, we have selected feature models because they (a)
describe the structure and functionality of a system at a higher-level of abstraction through
entities known as features and (b) enable to simplify analysis to achieve the prescribed aims.
We introduce 4 views to our systems aiming to simplify analysis as follows:
f(S)= f(u)(S)  f(m)(S)  f(p)(S),
(u)

(m)

(p)

(1)

where f (S), f (S), f (S) is the user-based, the maintainer-based and the system
provider-based functionality of S, respectively; f(S) – the total functionality of the system from
the designer’s perspective S.
As it is supposed that f(u)(S)  f(m)(S), f(u)(S)  f(p)(S) meaning that user-based functionality
is also taken into account in the remaining views, we are able to model representative systems
considering the only its main part, that is, the user-based functionality f(u)(S). Further, by
feature models (FM) (either functional (F FM) or business logic (BL FM)), we mean the
models constructed to represent the f(u)(S) view only.
Below we apply RE as a sequence of steps at stage 2 and 3 (Figure 1) to extract their
feature models.
1. The base system S0 is selected first (it represents the root of a feature model) and its UIs
are navigated multiple times from the highest level interface to the lowest one. The item
(UI elements) within any UI is treated as a functional feature. If this item must be selected
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always, it is treated as a mandatory feature (denoted as black circle, see Figure 3),
otherwise it is treated as an optional feature (denoted as white circle). Usually, the lowestlevel UI represents a variant point with variants of alternative features as grouped features.
The navigation process is repeated in order to cover all paths by selecting the remaining
functional items within each UI. Other features are extracted as it is described by step 1
and represented as the parent-child relationship tree (sub-tree).
The constraints of the type require or exclude (if any) are identified among variants,
variant points or intermediate features. This activity is based on the knowledge of the
analyser (usually he/she is a designer of the system). The parent-child feature relationship
tree combined with constraints is the functional FM (F FM) of S0.
The system S3 is analysed next in a similar way having the F FM of S0 as a basis for the S3
F FM. This means that we need to add to the obtained model the only new features that
appear in UIs of S3.
Finally, the system SR is analysed (having in mind the F FM of S3 as the basis), but now
adding the only new features from the UIs of SR, as seen in Figure 3.
The BL FMs for the representative systems are constructed on the basis of F FMs by
adding business logic features to the F FMs. The analyst needs to work partially at the
code level in order to extract the implementation related knowledge such as modules and
APIs. The BL FM (FMs) (an extract of the model is given in Figure 4) serves for two
purposes: 1) to evaluate the systems by model evaluation metrics (see Section 4.3) and 2)
to construct meta-graph for the SR to understand it and the entire IS family from the user
and designer perspective.
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Figure 3. Fragment of feature-based reference architecture at function level
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Figure 4. RIS fragment of feature-based model at the business logic (BL) level

4.3 Metrics to Evaluate Feature Models
We introduce a feature model similarity metric (Eq. 2) expressed as the absolute value
difference (AVD) adopted from (Arzoky et al., 2012). The obtained models are then compared
and evaluated using the metric.
s

s

AVD ( X , Y )   xij  yij

(2)

i 1 j 1

Where X and Y are binary feature matrices of two comparable feature models for S(u); xij ,
yij – elements of the matrices; s – is the number of features of the largest matrix. xij , yij =1, if
features i and j have the relationship or constraint branch; otherwise xij , yij = 0. Note that the
feature model with a smaller number of features is supplemented by additional void features
(isolated nodes without branches) in order to equalize the size of both matrices.
To evaluate complexity of FMs, we use two measures (Štuikys and Damaševičius, 2013,
see pages 213-216): cognitive complexity, which is calculated as the maximal number of
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feature levels in the hierarchy or the maximal number of features in each level, and the
compound complexity (estimated by Eq. 3):
2
2
2
Cm  F 2  ( Rand
 2Ror
 3Rcase
 3Rc2 ) / 9 ,

(3)

Cm - compound complexity measure; F, Rand, Ror, Rcase, Rc – the number of {all features,
mandatory relationships, optional relationships, alternative relationships, relationships among
variants including constraints}, respectively; the division coefficient is for equalizing the role
of relationships. We present and analyse the estimated values obtained using Eq. 2 and Eq. 3
in Section 5.

4.4 Meta-graph as a Model to Understand Business Processes
The BL FM provides essential attributes to understand system functionality by designer well;
however, the model is less helpful for understanding the user’s requirements because it may be
too complicated for the user. For example, when the designer interacts with a user aiming to
know his/her requirements as compared to those that are implemented into the already existing
IS, all details of the model are not needed. On the other hand, the designer needs to
communicate with the user using his/her language. Though feature names are usually
expressed in the user-understandable fashion, the FM should be re-factored and reduced. We
introduce yet another (higher) level within FM; and we construct the higher-level model,
called meta-graph (Figure 5). The intention of the meta-graph is to specify sub-processes
within BL expressed through sequences of features needed to perform the BL operations. The
meta-graph G(X, (E, Uw)) notation we have adopted from (Basu and Blanning, 2007) and
apply it in our context as follows. Two nodes, denoted as x0 and xt (x0,  xt; x0, xt  X),
represent the initial and final states respectively. All sub-processes begin at Start state and
terminate at the End state (if the process that consists of a set of sub-processes is complete). A
node xi  X ( i  [1..t  1] ) represents the business sub-process. There are weighted and
non-weights nodes (note that here we found the necessity of changing weighting of arcs by
nodes of the meta-graph as compared to (Valincius et al., 2013)). The arcs uij = (xi, xj) (uij  U,
i, j  [0..t ] ) represent the execution sequence of sub-processes and the node weight wij
represents a compound structure of features taken from Eq. 4, using BNF-like notation.
wij = {<number_of_BL_features> ";" {[<FM_class_ID > ":" [<set_ of _class>] ";" ]} ";" <
LOC>},
(4)
where <number_of_BL_features> is the total number of features in the BL FM that are to
be selected to execute a sub-process (e.g., the sub-process “Order details confirmation”
requires 38, see Figure 5);
<FM_class_ID> :<set_ of _class> is the BL FM category identifier with a set of features
within each category (e.g., the sub-process “Order details confirmation” contains two
categories of features PG and SL; the first has only one set of features (CAA4); the second
category SL has 1 set of features (CA).
< LOC> - the number of code lines to implement the sub-process (e.g., 3057 for the same
sub-process).
[<x>] – list of <x> items.
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The set E is the feedback arcs to define the sequence of sub-processes which return to the
Start state in order to complete some task. Formally, the set is defined as:
E  {k[1,t 1] ( xk , x0 )} , i.e. each sub-process has a feedback arc for returning to the initial
state, if there is the need for terminating the sub-process (e.g., if the sub-process “Products
catalogue” was executed to see the product category list only).
Pages module
Link to catalogue
{2;{PG:C3};254}

Catalogue module
Manufacturers catalogue

Load category

Load element

{3;{CT:B};86}

{3;{CT:B1};58}

{10;{CT:B2};158}

Products catalogue

Load category

Load element

Load variant

Add to cart

{3;{CT:A};97}

{3;{CT:A1};67}

{15;{CT:A2};287}

{9;{CT:A2A};587}

{1;{CT:A2C};87}

Setting module
Load page

Hyperlink page

{8;{PG:A1,B1,C};1258}

{3;{PG:C2};111}

Sales module

Shopping cart confirmation
{16;{PG:C1D;SL:B1};1587}

Discount coupon
{5;{SL:B2};587}

Order details confirmation
Checkout
{2;{SL:C};100}

{38;{PG:C1E;SL:C1,A1,A2};3057}

Purchase confirmation
{27;{PG:C1F;SL:C2;EM:A1,A2};2658}

Tell to friend fill-in form
{7;{FR:A};319}

Start

Contact/feedback fill-in form

Load IS settings

{4;{FR:B};241}

{5;{ST:B};2054}

HTML page

Specific execution

Registration

{12;{PG:C1};1507}

{1;{PG:C1A};231}

{6;{US:A};427}

End

Forms module

Activation
{2;{US:B};219}

Generate pre-invoice

Login

{21;{SR:A};587}

Load service

Generate invoice

{7;{ST:C};358}

{21;{SR:B};637}

{5;{US:C};346}

Manage shipping information

Users module

{9;{US:D;SL:C1};628}

Generate captcha

Manage personal information

{5;{SR:C};143}

{5;{US:E};409}

Purchases history

Services module

{4;{US:F;SL:E1};539}

Figure 5. Modularized meta-graph for understanding “Product purchase” task

4.5 Re-engineering of Reference System through Re-Modularization
We have also identified some specifics in using feature models in our approach as compared
to the processes of the development of PLE. If feature modelling as applied to the
development systems are usually based on some uncertainty, hypothesis and anticipation in
analysis, on the contrary, feature modelling of legacy systems are based on the really existing
features. The main focus is to recognize, to understand and to extract the features and their
relationships. The modularization task we consider in our approach is very similar to the
formation of components by selecting and grouping the relevant features when designing and
representing components at the high-level of abstraction. Modularization as applied to
components of a legacy system may require feature splitting that results in the possible
appearance of the same feature in different components. The latter may be influential also to
constraints. We employ the notion of API (Application Programming Interface) as the basis
for our structural metrics (Sarkar et al., 2007).
We perform refactoring through re-modularization at two levels: feature models and code.
By applying refactoring at the model level, we have made the transition more systematic and
less error-prone (Rossi et al., 2008). The initial RIS was poorly structured, consisting of only 5
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major modules with poor API techniques. The restructuration firstly involved grouping and
de-fragmentation of features later, thus allowing to constructing the hierarchical structure (see
Figure 6). However, object-oriented software is harder to change than it might appear to be at
first. Changing an object-oriented system often requires changing the abstractions embodied in
existing object classes and the relationships among those classes. This involves structural
changes such as moving variables and functions between classes and partitioning a
complicated class into several classes (Opdyke, 1992).

a)

b)

API of the module (PG, CT, ect...)

API of the module (PG, CT, ect...)

API of the
sub-module 1

API of the
all processes

API of the
process 1

API of the
sub-module i
API of the
process 1

...

...

...

API of the
process j

API of the
process j

Figure 6. Simplified architecture-level structure of RIS before (a) and after (b)
refactoring/modularization

Unified API structure was defined (see Figure 7) using best practises and consist of 5 inner
components: 1) sub API’s definitions, 2) initializer, 3) engine were all business logic is placed
(spitted into locale independent language translations, business logic core and visualisation
templates), 4) libraries for external components handling and 5) resources for multimedia
information handling (visual layout information, real-time processing scripts and graphical or
multimedia information storing)
API

Sub APIs

Libraries

Engine

Initializer

Resources

[1,*]

[0,*]
Languages

[0,*]

Logic

Templates

[0,*]

[0,*]

CSS

Scripts

[0,*]

Images

[0,*]

[0,*]

Figure 7. Unified feature model for any level component of Figure 6 b

5. EVALUATION OF THE APPROACH AND EXPERIMENTS
If the conventional PLE approach is well suited for the development of new PL systems, the
reverse PLE we considered is better suited for maintenance and evolution of legacy systems.
As there are evident signs of blurring boundaries between the software system development
and evolution (Chikofsky, 1990), the proposed approach can be included into the processes of
Round Trip Engineering (Ciccozzi, 2013). There are some restrictions in using RPLE. The
approach is applicable to the systems which are homogeneous in terms of the used technology
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and application domains. There is also the lack of suitable tools that support analysis,
understanding and transformations (especially reverse transformation) of legacy systems
(Mealy, 2006; Katić, 2009; Mens and Tourwe, 2004).
We present the algorithm to solve the main task (Product purchase) using the constructed
meta-graph. The algorithm models the task solving through the identification of series of
routes within the meta-graph (see bold branches in Figure 5) as follows:
1) From Start to Add to cart & return to Start; 2) From Start to Shopping cart confirmation
& return to Start; 3) From Start to Order details confirmation & return to Start; 4) From Start
to Purchase confirmation & to End.
The algorithm is simple enough to explain the meaning of business processes for the
novice user of IS. If the user wants new features to be added to his/her IS, the model and the
algorithm is helpful too, because it points to a particular part of FM to explain possible
extensions of the system (i.e., to elicit new requirements). The model provides the designer
with the extremely useful information to track FMs to introducing changes into code. Also, the
designer is able to reason about the level of quality of the previously developed IS.
Furthermore the model provides some information on modularization (it is clearly seen that
the sub-processes, as a source for modularization, have a quite different number of features,
meaning the size problem of modules; it is known that to support changeability, modules of
the system should be approximately equal in size). The model is also beneficial to deal with
the so-called concept location problem because designer is able to see features at high
abstraction level, and then, to navigate through different levels of abstraction to select the
needed code.
The results of experiments we have carried out also contribute to the understanding of the
systems via the identified changes in functional similarity, and complexity growth. Three
representative systems (S0, S3, SR identified as the initial, intermediate and the latest), within 7
years of their evolution, have been selected for investigation. Note that only the essential part
of a system (identified as the user-based vision of a system) was used in the experiments (due
to simplification of the process). We have identified the similarity and functionality changes of
systems over the evolution period as compared to the initial system. Using AVD as a
similarity measure (see Figure 4), we estimated (for the BL FM only) that the similarity
evolved roughly linearly, though the number of systems delivered in the second half (3.5
years) of the total period was much higher. Figure 8 (see the right side) also provides with
information on the code complexity changes (growth) that were measured by LOC. Again,
only the essential part of representative systems was taken into account.
Evaluation of system complexity has been estimated at the model level, too. Results are
summarized in Table 1, where several model complexity measures, such as cognitive
complexity, structural and compound complexity, are given to identify the growth of
complexity over time (2nd Lehman’s Law).

Figure 8. Similarity and simplified BL FM complexity increase
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Table 1. Complexity evaluation of e-commerce systems feature models at business-logic level
FM complexity measures
Representative
Systems

# of VPs

Cognitive
complexity

Structural
complexity

Compound
complexity

S0
S3
SR

40
49
65

8
8
9

98
123
161

10 174
15 811
59 332

The benefits of models are: 1) reference system models are representative items of the
entire IS family enable to reducing the space of variants in understanding them; 2) models
cover the underlying functional attributes of the family; 3) similarity measures enable to
observe the evolution of systems functionality growth and track the introduced changes over
time; 4) meta-graphs help to elicit new requirements.
The RS had a poor module oriented structure and was based on strong cohesion and no
defined interfaces. Re-engineering allowed specifying and grouping the functional blocks
where in re-modularization phase they were specified as independent components (APIs). The
RS structure of 5 modules was fragmented to 45 unified API structures (see Figure 9).
Evaluation of system modularization has been estimated at the API-level. Results are
summarized in Table 2, where several structural measures are given to identify the structural
growth after re-modularization.
Table 2. Structural re-modularization evaluation of e-commerce system
Modules &
sub-modules of the system

Structural characteristics of the system
Before

Settings {ST}
Page {PG}
Catalogue {CT}
Products
Manufacturers
Sale {SL}
Shopping cart
Order details
Purchase confirmation
Order information
User {US}
UserRALP
UserSales
Form {FR}
Services {SR}

After

# of API’s

Size (# of
Features/LOC)

# of API’s

Size (# of
Features/LOC)

1
1

33 / 4270
31 / 2587

1

61 / 1570

1

88 / 7597

1

52 / 2568

0
0

16 / 560
35 / 1367

3
3
12
8
3
10
3
3
2
1
10
7
2
2
4

33 / 4467
31 / 2797
61 / 2249
28 / 1562
8 / 687
88 / 8512
14 / 2097
32 / 3181
10 / 2637
8 / 597
52 / 3472
12 / 2681
30 / 791
16 / 827
35 / 1719
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1st level
component (LC)

2nd LC

3rd LC

4th LC

IS settings
Settings

Service settings
Captcha

Services

Invoice
Pro-forma
Menu widget

Pages

Hyperlink

Menu widget

Specials

Specials widget

Category

Products

Element
Catalogue

Variant

Add to cart

Category

Manufacturers

API Engine

Element
Shopping cart

Shopping cart widget
Discount coupon
Billing information

Order details
Shipping information

Sales
Purchase
confirmation

Agreement

Order information
Forms

Contact/feedback
Login widget

Login
Logout

Registration
Users

Activation

Reminder
Personal information
Shipping information
Billing information

Figure 9. Re-modularized RIS structure at the API-based architecture-level

6. CONCLUSIONS
As e-commerce systems (for small-to-medium enterprises) are evolving extremely rapidly,
their maintenance and evolution tasks are complex and require essential effort to analyse and
understand them. The understanding problem we have analysed is the primary step to improve
maintainability of such systems. The next step is refactoring and modularization. Those
activities enable to achieve two important outcomes: 1) to improve changeability/
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maintainability and 2) to create the opportunity to generalize components for design
automation due to improved modularization. The models we have created using the
methodology are beneficial for all actors involved in the process (including users trying to
transfer their requirements for system innovations), though to the different degree. Though the
methodology has been devised using a specific set of IS, we hope that it might be useful for a
broader kind of distributed systems.
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